
White Style 
From Our Home Improvement & Kitchen Cabinets 

Some of the most sought after items from the Kitchen Cabinets pieces 

from our home improvement catalogues, are for white kitchens. Unlike 

many of the more ‘dramatic’ designer colours of recent years, kitchens 

that use white as their base colour appear to have an enduring, timeless 

appeal. 

You won’t believe how renovating old and tired kitchens, with crisp, 

clean white cabinets will rejuvenate and uplift the heart of your home. 

Although Renovator Auctions usually has new stock for sale each week, 

white fit outs and assorted cabinets do seem to regularly appear at our 

Home Improvement and Kitchen Cabinets. 

The essential design elements of a white kitchen are, 

 white kitchen cabinets 

 white appliances 

 white chairs and tables 

 flexible enough to be partnered with wooden, light, or dramatically contrasting bench, table tops and accessories 

 looks excellent when combined with stone coloured tiles – but can look just as appealing with woodgrain flooring 

 one of the recent versions of a white kitchen utilises either stone grey, duck egg blue, pale 

aqua, light sunshine yellow or pastel pink as a highlight 

It’s easy to see why white has been an enduring colour of kitchen design for many years. It 

is adaptable enough to be modified for minimalist, country and modern styles. Achieving a 

different ‘look’ simply depends on what accessories or colour highlights you team with 

items from our kitchen cabinets.  Accessories that are most popular at the moment are, 



 light coloured storage baskets that are set in specially designed storage cabinets (roll-in and out drawers are still in demand  because it 

protects contents from kitchen grease and dust) 

 light woodgrains for overlay flooring  – some of our local hardwoods that are highly sought after are blackbutt, stringybark and 

messmate and tassie oak 

 although metal finishes, such as light accessories, fruit displays, and copper bowls are quickly 

moving out of the fashion mags and websites; remember, at Renovator Auctions our mantra is, ‘if you 

love it, it’s never out of fashion’.  

 the same can be said about the use of a combination of wood and marble table utilities 

 timber Venetian Blinds. beautifully compliment the white kitchen  

 neutral coloured woven rugs also team well with white kitchen cabinets Key tip – keep watching our 

Renovator Auctions home improvement listings, where we list any kitchen cabinets, and often have 

many types of floor rugs up for bidding as well. 

For inspiration on how to renovate your kitchen using the versatile ‘white kitchen’  head to Renovator Auctions Pinterest pages or head to 

the amazing D.I.O. (Did It Ourselves) renovation websites like Young House Love that has awesome before and after pics. Even if you’re 

not planning to renovate, you’ll want to after looking at the pictures on these sites. 

To see the incredible range of our home improvements and kitchen cabinets come and visit our showrooms at 28-34 Orange 

Grove Road, Liverpool (Warwick Farm), phone: (02) 9822 7883, fill out the form on our contacts page, or email us.  
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